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Abstract—Large-scale interactive applications and online an-
alytic processing on graphs require fast data access to huge sets
of small data objects. DXRAM addresses these challenges by
keeping all data always in memory of potentially many nodes
aggregated in a data center. In this paper we focus on the
efficient memory management and mapping of global IDs to local
memory addresses, which is not trivial as each node may store
up to one billion of small data objects (16-64 byte) in its local
memory. We present an efficient paging-like translation scheme
for global IDs and a memory management optimized for many
small data objects. The latter includes an efficient incremental
defragmentation supporting changing allocation granularities for
dynamic data. Our evaluations show that the proposed memory
management approach has only a 4-5% overhead compared
to state of the art memory allocators with around 20% and
the paging-like mapping of globals IDs is faster and more
efficient than hash-table based approaches. Furthermore, we
compare memory overhead and read performance of DXRAM
with RAMCloud.

Keywords—Distributed systems; Main memory; Memory man-
agement; Allocation/deallocation strategies; Metadata

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale interactive applications and online analytic pro-
cessing on graphs must often manage many billions of small
data objects and require low-latency data access. Facebook
for example supports more than one billion users by keeping
around 150 TB of data in more than 1,000 memcached servers
[1]. Around 70 % of these objects are smaller than 64 byte [2]
and as a result each memcached server stores a few hundred
million of objects. The sheer amount of objects and the small
data sizes can be found in many other online graph algorithms
too, e.g. [3].

Another important aspect are the access patterns of these
applications where reads dominate over writes [4], [5]. And
depending on the type of data there are also deletes and updates
but both less frequent than reads.

A first idea is to use flash-based key-value stores like for
example FlashStore [6] or BloomStore [7], which maintain an
index or hash table in-memory for fast data access and cache
data in memory, too. Nevertheless these stores are still too
slow for many applications and are thus often combined with
middleware caching solutions, e.g. memcached, Hazelcast,
Gemfire etc. While this approach helps out to some extent
it complicates the handling of data and burdens programmers
with keeping caches and flash storage synchronized.

DXRAM addresses these challenges by keeping all data
always in memory combined with a transparent background
replicated logging to mask node failures and provide persis-
tence even in case of power outages. While these basic ideas
are borrowed from RAMCloud, we do not provide a table-
based data model but target at managing billions of small data
objects [8]. And we use a super-peer overlay for node lookup
and recovery coordination of crashed nodes instead of a single
coordinator. Our recovery approach is also different to the one
of RAMCloud but is beyond the scope of this paper.

In this paper we focus on the management of up to one
billion small data objects on a single node. This includes the
mapping of global IDs to local virtual addresses as well as
the local memory management. Although both topics are well
studied in literature the sheer amount of small objects raise
new challenges regarding space efficiency and access times.
And as RAM is expensive we cannot afford a high overhead
on each node to be compensated by adding "just more" nodes.

Many in-memory systems use hash tables with O(1) access
time, for the translation of global IDs to local addresses, e.g.
Trinity and RAMCloud. However, hash tables tend to waste
memory if the load factor is very low or get slow when the
load factor gets high and collisions probability increases. On
the other hand many table-based stores use tree-based indices,
which allow O(logn) access time but often waste memory
when data partitions are updated frequently [9]. In contrast
we propose a space efficient paging-like translation scheme
providing O(1) access time for a dynamic number of objects.

Furthermore, most memory allocators are not optimized for
many small allocations. On the one hand they align memory al-
locations for cache performance reasons (4/8 byte granularity)
and append a header (4-64 byte) depending on programming
language and runtime system. Allocating one billion objects
with an overhead of 16 byte for example would result in an
overhead of 16 GB, which is obviously not acceptable. Another
aspect we address is external fragmentation of memory, which
is caused by changing allocation granularities. Although this
problem is alleviated by the 64 bit logical address space,
we prefer to manage only a logical block of memory with
size equal of the physical installed RAM, which allows us to
reduce pointer sizes from 64 bit down to 40 bit allowing to
further reduce the overhead. Furthermore, we relieve the heap
management from potentially many unused free blocks.

We propose an incremental defragmentation approach,
which uses the paging-like ID mapping structure to relocate
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Figure 1: DXRAM architecture

fragmented objects. Our solution allows a demand-driven ex-
ecution, at configurable time intervals and/or during low load
phases or in emergency situations, if an allocation cannot be
processed. Depending on the grade of external defragmenta-
tion, the system can also force a full defragmentation.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• an efficient memory allocator with low overhead for
many small data objects

• an incremental defragementation algorithm

• a fast and efficient mapping of global IDs to local
virtual memory addresses.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section II we
give a brief overview of the DXRAM system, especially the
global meta-data management. Section III presents the memory
management for a billion of small data objects followed by
section IV where the efficient mapping of global IDs is
described. In section V we compare our approaches with
several allocators and hash tables and also study the memory
overhead and read performance in a cluster. Related work is
discussed in section VI followed by the conclusions and an
outlook on future work in section VII.

II. DXRAM ARCHITECTURE

DXRAM is a distributed in-memory storage system de-
signed for the management of binary data in data center
environments. The main objective is to support billions of
small data objects (16-64 byte) like for example required for
storing very large graphs, e.g. social networks. By keeping all
data always in RAM and providing persistence by transparent
logging on SSDs we relieve programers from synchronizing
caches with secondary storage and provide low-latency data-
access for all data.

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of DXRAM. Ex-
tended data services include general services and extended
data-model implementations both built upon core services. Not
all extended services shown in the figure are implemented but
we designed the core to be flexible allowing for example to
support different data models as needed without requiring to
re-implement everything from scratch.

Core services provide functionality for the management,
storage and transfer of chunks (key-value tuples). One of the
main objectives in core services is to keep the functionality
and the interface for high layers as compact as possible.

The minimal interface for chunks includes following functions
create, delete, get, put and lock.

The DXRAM core implements a key-value data model
where a tuple is called chunk. A chunk has a 64 bit globally
unique chunk ID (CID) followed by the value (raw bytes).
The CID is composed of two parts. The first 16 bit is the node
ID of the creating node (NIDC). The remaining 48 bit is a
locally unique value, named LID, which is incremented during
each local chunk creation. This results in a sequential CID
generation scheme on every node. The key size is configurable
but with the described numbers we can address 65,536 nodes
each storing up to ∼280 trillion chunks. We decided to use
these scheme in favor of user-defined keys to avoid hashing
allowing us to keep IDs compact, to support locality-based
access patterns and to avoid adjusting hash functions in case
of nodes scaling up and down.
But the sequential ID generation is not a constraint for
the applications. On the one hand most applications which
use databases as persistent storage access data through auto-
incremented row IDs similar to our LID. On the other hand
DXRAM provides a name service to address a CID using a
user-defined key. The super peers store the mapping of keys
and CIDs in a patricia-trie structure. The intention is that not
each single object needs a user-defined key but only a subset,
e.g. the user records in a social network.

Chunks have variable sizes defined during their creation
always stored en bloc. The basic get and put operations on
chunks read and update always full chunks. Because RAM is
expensive we replicate chunks for fault tolerance on multiple
backup nodes only in flash memory.

A. Global Meta-Data Management

A super-peer overlay is used for implementing a custom
DHT allowing fast node lookup of chunks. Because of the
high-speed network and the limited number of super peers,
e.g. 8-10% of all nodes we decided to keep them knowing
each other in contrast to traditional Internet-scale DHTs like
Chord, CAN, etc. This in turn allows lookups with O(1)
time complexity. In addition peers cache node-lookup results
reducing load on super peers. Meta data is replicated on the
neighboring super-peers to mask super peer failures. However,
we do not need a high replication factor, which would be very
costly, as meta data can be dynamically re-constructed.
In a controlled environment like a data center we expect only
small node churn caused by failures. Of course a power outage
may kill all our nodes, which will require to restore all data
from all logs, which will take considerable recovery time;
but we expect this disaster to be very seldom. Otherwise we
expect controlled up and down scaling of nodes as needed
dynamically using the super peer overlay. If we reach a
defined threshold a new super-peer is promoted or respectivily
demoted. In both cases the hashing function for the DHT needs
not to be adjusted thus not requiring to re-hash entries (like
for a traditional DHT).

The super-peer overlay can aggregate the metadata of
chunks because of the sequential CID creation and bundles
multiple CIDs to a CID Range (start, end) together with the
NIDO (o: actual owner). Note, the actual owner of an object
may be different to the creator if an object has been migrated,



e.g. because of load-balancing reasons.
For example, if we have 1,024 chunks with CIDs 1 to 1024
created on one node, then we have only one entry for this
CID range on the associated super peer. In addition to avoid
gaps in the CID ranges through deletions of chunks, we
reuse free CIDs for new chunks. As super peers have to map
billions of CIDs from all their associated peers this compact
representation is very space efficient.

As mentioned above DXRAM also supports chunk mi-
grations to relieve load on peers storing possibly several hot
spots. For example in the context of social networks a hot
spot can be a famous artist whose profile is very often visited
(some artists have up to 40 million friends in Facebook [10]).
Although migration solves the load problem it results in a
range split of the global ID range on the super peer responsible
for the migrated object. Still this is not a problem for the
global meta-data management because we expect that such
chunk migrations are seldom as we do not expect billions of
hot spots. A fast lookup CIDs in chunk ranges is ensured by
implementing a B-tree-like data structured described in [8].

Beside meta-data management, super peers are also respon-
sible for load monitoring and recovery coordination of failed
nodes which is beyond the scope of this paper.

III. MANAGING RAM FOR MANY SMALL OBJECTS

The management of millions of small data objects is
burden for any memory allocator including space and time
overheads [11] [12]. All allocators need to store some meta
data for each allocated data object either as a header at the
beginning of an object or in separate tables. Depending on
the programming language and runtime system this meta-
data overhead is typically in the range 4-64 byte. In addition
allocation sizes are typically aligned with 4/8 byte addresses
for cache performance reasons. Obviously, this overhead is too
large as for example a 16 byte overhead (header and cache
alignment) would result in 16 GB memory consumption just
for meta data.

In the following we present a novel memory-managment
approach optimized for many small data objects. Because
DXRAM is implemented in Java we decided to use Java’s
Unsafe class1, which allows direct virtual memory access
avoiding the meta-data overhead of native Java instances.
Furthermore, our concepts described below are independent
of the Java programming language.

During startup of the DXRAM service we use the Unsafe
class for allocating a large continuous virtual memory block
(VMB), e.g. 48 GB, depending on the size of installed physical
memory. By not using the full virtual address space we can
cut down pointer sizes to 5 byte, which reduces the overhead
of meta-data management. The VMB contains free and used
blocks and between each two blocks we insert always one
byte, named marker byte. The marker byte is a trailer for the
block before (upper 4 bits) and a header for the block after
(lower 4 bits). Initially, the VMB is empty and consists of
one large free block with a marker byte at the start and end.
We abandon address alignment for cache optimization in favor
of minimizing internal fragmentation. Cache penalties are not

1http://www.docjar.com/docs/api/sun/misc/Unsafe.html
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Figure 2: Free block management

critical for DXRAM as the time for client operation requests is
dominated by network transmissions. And RAM is expensive
(hardware and power) compared to disks and SSDs.

A. Memory (De-)Allocation

All free blocks are chained in doubly linked lists. Every
list contains only blocks greater or equal a defined size value
(12, 24, 36, 48, 64, 26, · · · , 2i). The pointers are stored inside
the free blocks together with a replicated length field at the
start and end, see Figure 2. As explained above, the limited
size of the VMB allows us to reduce pointer size down to 5
byte. The length field has a dynamic size of 1-5 byte, which
limits the minimal size of a free block to 12 byte (two 5 byte
pointers and two length fields each 1 byte). The anchors of the
lists are stored at the end of the VMB.

Allocations are processed as follows. First the list with
the smallest size fitting the requested block size is checked
for entries. If this list is empty we check the next size list
recursively until we find a free block. If a block is found, we
unhook the first free block by setting the anchor of the list to
the successor of the selected block. If the free block size fits
exactly we update the marker bytes on each side and are done.
Otherwise the free block is split into two blocks. The first is
used for the allocation and the second is unused. For the latter
we must distinguish between three cases, see Figure 2.
First, if the remaining size is greater than 12 byte, the remain-
ing piece can be stored as a new free block in the appropriate
list. Second, if its size is lower or equal the minimal block
size of 12 byte. In this case we create a special marker byte,
indicating free memory but not a free block. In this free
memory we can store only a byte with the length at the start
and end, but no list pointers thus it cannot be inserted in a
free list. Third, if the remaining size is only one byte which
is handled by special marker byte indicating that the next byte
is another marker byte.

Used blocks are not chained (avoiding the overhead of list
pointers, which would be useful for the defragmentation but
we think are too costly in terms of memory space) but have a
length field (1-3 byte) in their header.

If a used block is freed we examine the predecessor
and successor blocks. If one or both are free, we aggregate
them and insert blocks in the appropriate lists. If possible,



aggregation is also performed with free memory <12 byte and
special marker bytes.

The proposed approach minimizes the overhead of meta
data for used blocks to 2-4 byte (2 bytes for blocks < 256
byte). And by allocating always exact sizes we trade cache
performance for avoiding internal fragmentation.

B. Defragmentation

As described above we avoid internal fragmentation by
allocating always exact memory sizes as requested by the
application. Still the memory management should be able to
address external fragmentation, which might occur because
we limit the size of the virtual address space for the VMB
(to keep pointer sizes small) when objects are deleted and
allocation patterns change dynamically. Although, DXRAM
is mainly designed for managing billions of small objects
and thus we do not expect heavily changing access patterns
to many big data objects (in MBs or TBs), we still must
address external fragmentation to maximize the utilisation of
memory, especially when DXRAM is used as a generic long
running storage. We address this challenge by a dynamic
defragmentation approach triggered when the fragmentation
degree is above a pre-defined threshold. Because data objects
do not contain pointers we are free to relocate objects during
runtime to other virtual addresses.

We divide the VMB into several logical segments of equal
and configurable size. Each segment uses its own memory
management (as presented before) and provides a counter for
the degree of fragmentation. We propose to count the overall
free blocks (FB) and the free blocks lesser than 64 byte (SB)
both per segment. The quotient of both values is used as
fragmentation degree (FD).

FD =
SB

FB

After initialization one segment is selected as current, e.g.
the first. All allocations are executed in the current segment.
If the current segment is full, a new segment is selected,
depending on the fragmentation degree and the free space of
the other segments. When the fragmentation degree reaches
a pre-defined threshold, chunks can be relocated in the same
segment or moved to another segment.

The defragmentation can be executed periodically and
incrementally by a cleaner thread. Because used blocks are
not chained (because of minimizing meta-data overhead) the
cleaner cannot walk segments to relocate used blocks. Instead
the cleaner picks a level 0 CID table from the ID mapping table
(see the following section IV) and traverses through all used
entries. If the offset pointer of an entry points into a segment
with high degree of fragmentation the object is relocated to
another segment and the offset pointer in the CID table is
adjusted. The cleaner thread can be executed in defined time
intervals or when the workload is under a defined level or
if necessary. While the cleaner thread introduces some CPU
overhead, it can run in parallel on any available core.

IV. EFFICIENT MAPPING OF GLOBAL IDS

As mentioned in Section 1, each chunk has a global
ID, which needs to be mapped to a virtual memory address
on the node storing the corresponding data. Because of the
huge amount of objects managed on each node both lookup
times and memory efficiency are important properties for the
mapping. Before we present our paging-like data-structure, we
shortly discuss the pros and cons of traditional approaches
including hash tables and indices.

A. Hash Tables

Many in-memory systems, e.g. RAMCloud [12] and Trinity
[13] map global IDs to virtual addresses using hash tables,
which allow efficient lookups in O(1). The problem with
hash tables is the necessary collision resolution, which gets
expensive with increasing load factors. In the worst case the
table size needs to be increased and all entries need to be re-
hashed. Collision probability can be reduced by larger tables,
which however increases the overhead [14]. Another important
overhead is caused by the fact that hash tables also need to
store the key with the value in each table entry in order to find
the correct key in case of collisions. Overall hash tables are
without any doubt an excellent data structure but we want to
minimize the overhead for meta-data management as well as
for the mappings in order to be able to store up to 1 billion
of small data objects on a commodity node.

B. Indices

Databases and table-based storages in general (both disk
based or in-memory based) offer indices to be created as
needed for columns in order to boost queries, which of
scan rows within columns. The implementations include many
variants of trees mostly based on B- and T-trees as indices
structures [15]. Trees have lookup times in O(logn) compared
to O(1) for hash tables and can consume considerable memory
for pointers and inner nodes (especially B-trees, which are
optimised for block-based storage).

The advantage of this ordered tree-based indices is the
possibility to scan keys in sequential order (for range queries)
and the use of partially full blocks for fast insertions and
deletions2. DXRAM does not include scanning keys in its
core services as it does also not implement a table-based
storage at its core. But of course we can imagine to have
some indexing services running on top of the core as needed in
future. However, fast insertions and deletions are also crucial
for the mapping of global IDs in DXRAM but we prefer a
lookup approach with O(1) time complexity. Furthermore, the
re-balancing of trees during insertions and deletions are also
costly, beside the lookup time complexity of O(logn).

C. CID Tables

As mentioned before global IDs are created in sequential
order in DXRAM core. Beside the compact range-based ap-
proach on super peers (see Section II-A) this scheme allows
us to use compact paging-like address translation tables, see
Figure 3. Although this table structure has similarities with
operating systems paging tables it is used differently.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B-tree#The_database_problem



Figure 3: CID tables with four levels

We use the LID part of the CID as key and an offset pointer
into the memory instead of the full 64 bit virtual address. The
LID is splitted into multiple parts of the same bit size, e.g.
4 parts each 12 bit. The first part is used as an index into
the so called CID table directory (on level n − 1). The CID
table directory entries have 5 byte storing a 39 bit offset pointer
(allowing to address > 64 GB RAM) and a one bit flag showing
if page table is full. The index selects an entry and the offset
pointer addresses the CID table (on level n − 2). The CID
table format is exactly the same as the one of the CID table
directory. The second LID part is used as an index into the
selected CID table to get an offset pointer to the CID table
on the next level (n− 3) etc. Finally, on level 0, the selected
offset pointer addresses the data of the chunk and the flag bit
shows if an entry is free. With this structure we can achieve
an access time of O(1).

It is important to keep in mind that CID tables are only
allocated when needed and CIDs of deleted chunks are re-
used. If tables are no longer needed, because they contain no
mappings, they are freed to release memory. After initialization
of the DXRAM service we only have the CID table directory
and one CID table for each level. The size of a CID table
depends on the configured bit size of the LID indices. For
example the CID tables for a 12-bit part have 4,096 entries
each 5-byte, which results overall in only 20 KB for one table.
Both the CID table directory and the CID tables are stored in
the VMB, together with the values of chunks. This allows
us to easily shutdown the cluster, e.g. for maintenance, by
forcing all nodes to flush their VMB to disk. During boot
time they all recover their VMB states from disk which is fast
and straightforward.

If nodes store migrated objects of other nodes a NID table
is added before the CID table directory. This table contains a
5-byte entry for every possible NID storing an offset pointer
to a different CID table directory for each node. As before
we only create tables when necessary and delete them if no
longer needed. And as mentioned in Section II-A migrations
are seldom (only for hotspots).

The CID tables are also used to determine a free ID
which can be re-used for a new chunk. Therefore, a counter is
incremented on every deletion, indicating the number of free
IDs. If a free ID is requested we traverse the hierarchy of
CID tables until the first empty/deleted entry is found. This
search is supported by a full flag, which is set when an entry

is pointing to a CID table containing no free or deleted entry.
This bit is updated during allocation and deletion.
The search for free IDs can be further optimized by a free
ID cache (an array or list) with a configurable number of free
ID entries. Every time a chunk is deleted its corresponding
ID is inserted into this cache until the array is full, otherwise
only the deletion is executed. If now a free ID is requested
we can first check the cache for a free ID. If the cache is
not empty, we just return the first entry. If however the cache
is empty we start the hierarchical search, as described above.
Running out of IDs is impossible with todays hardware and
the configuration we propose, see Section 2.

V. EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the proposed concepts starting
with the memory management, which is compared with state
of the art allocators, followed by an evaluation of the defrag-
mentation. We also compare the paging-like mapping of global
IDs with two hashing approaches analyzing memory overhead
and execution times. Finally, we analyze the combined map-
ping and memory management together. All experiments are
performed on a single node (Intel R© Core

TM
i5-2400 CPU, 4

cores, 3.1 GHz, 32 GB RAM) using Ubuntu 11.04 and the
OpenJDK Java Runtime Environment (version 7). The set up
of the distributed experiments is described later.

A. Memory Allocation

At first we want to measure the memory overhead for
object allocations of the proposed memory management. In
the following tests we have created 10 GB of application data,
containing objects of a pre-defined size. The object size starts
with 16 byte and is incremented by 4 byte for every test run
until it reaches 64 byte. So for each run we allocate many
objects of the same size. Finally, for the last run we have used
a uniform distribution of object sizes between 16 and 64 byte
and allocate different object sizes within this last run.
Figure 4 shows the results of the 14 test runs. The proposed
memory management has a low memory overhead of 3-13%
for all runs and (as usual) the overhead decreases with increas-
ing object sizes. Obviously, the other state of the art allocators
have a much higher overhead for most of the test runs. The
Java and glibc allocator have the worst memory overhead from
up to 100%, whereupon the glibc allocator performs a little bit
better for some runs. The boehmgc allocator performs better at
small allocations than the glibc allocator. Especially for the 16
byte allocations boehmgc has nearly no overhead. The hoard
allocator performs well for most of the test. In particular the
overhead for allocations of 16, 32 and 64 byte is extreme low,
but there exist a very high worst case overhead for allocations
between 36 and 48 byte. The last two allocators, jemalloc and
tcmalloc, have a very low overhead of 16, 32, 48, and 64 byte
and also an acceptable overhead for the rest of the test cases.
The only exclusion are 20 byte allocations with an overhead
of over 60%. The low overhead for certain sizes is because
tcmalloc and jemalloc have defined allocation sizes for small
objects in steps of 16 byte. Every allocation is rounded up to
one of this sizes [16] [17].
For the uniform distribution of allocation sizes our allocator
shows the best results with an overhead of 5% followed by
tcmalloc and jemalloc with an overhead of around 20%. All
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Free Block Size Initial After Alloc After Delete After Defragment
12 B − 24 B 0 1 0 0
48 B − 64 B 0 0 107,374,176 0
64 B − 128 B 0 0 1 0

16 KB − 32 KB 0 0 0 2
32 KB − 64 KB 0 0 0 2
64 KB − 128 KB 0 0 0 6
64 MB − 128 MB 0 1 1 0
256 MB − 512 MB 0 0 0 1

512 MB − 1 GB 1 0 0 1
1 GB 11 0 0 4

Table I: Defragmentation of free blocks

other allocator have 35-50% overhead in this last run.
The results show, that the allocator of DXRAM performs very
well in all tests, especially for varying object sizes, which is
of course more likely than allocating millions of objects with
the same size.

B. Defragmentation

In the following evaluation we allocated 10 GB of data
split into 50 byte objects. In addition we reserve around
1.4 GB for meta data and a buffer of around 100 MB,
resulting in 11.5 GB for the VMB. After all objects have
been created we delete every second object, resulting in an
extremely defragmented memory with a very large number of
small free blocks. After this deletion process we run a full
defragmentation over all level 0 CID tables. Obviously, this is
a worst-case scenario but we wanted to study the bounds of
the proposed defragmentation approach.
Table I lists the size of the free blocks after the memory initial-
ization, after the object allocations, after the object deletions
and after the defragmentation. After memory initialization
there are 11 segments each with one free block of 1 GB
size and one segment with a free block of 512 MB. After
the allocation of the 214, 748, 364 50 byte objects there are
1 free block with a size between 12-24 bytes and one free
block with a size between 64 MB and 128 MB (the buffer).
After the deletion phase we get 107, 374, 180 free blocks in
the list for sizes between 48-64 bytes, one free block between
64-128 bytes and the free block of the buffer. Subsequently,

the defragmentation traverses through all level 0 CID tables
(around 52,500) relocating objects. After the defragmentation
process there are no small free blocks left and free memory
could be merged to larger memory blocks (up to four complete
free segments), resulting in an good defragmentation outcome.
The complete defragmentation takes ∼ 20 seconds, ∼ 0.38
milliseconds for each level 0 CID table, which is very good
with respect to high number of free blocks. Furthermore,
as explained before the defragmentation can be executed
incrementally, e.g. one level 0 CID table during one run of
the cleaner thread.
A comparison of our defragmentation approach with other
allocators is not reasonable. The C allocators do not include
a defragmentation as they use the full 64 bit virtual address
space [18] [19] but also require 8 byte pointers instead of
5 byte pointers as we can use in the CID tables. Java and
boehmgc use a garbage collection to free memory whereas
DXRAM does not free memory but only compacts it. Boehmgc
uses a mark-and-sweep approach whereas Java uses a copying
collector by default. The copying collector also includes a
defragmentation whereas boehmgc not. Still copying collectors
are more complicated as they have to analyze heap objects to
follow pointers to detect liveness of data, which is not the case
in the proposed approach (we store only binary data).
Related projects like RAMCloud and Trinity use a log-
structured memory allocation scheme. The defragmentation
process picks one fragmented log segment, compacts its con-
tent and writes it to the head [12]. Because of the memory
layout designed for larger objects (rows of tables) and the
large overhead for headers and tombstones, a comparison is
also not reasonable.

C. Hash Tables vs. CID Tables

We compare our paging-like ID mapping (referred to as
CIDT, configured with 4 levels) with two hash table imple-
mentations: 1. The Java HashMap3 (JHM) included in the
OpenJDK. In JHM keys and values are Java objects and the
tuples are stored in a dynamic resizable array. 2. A Cuckoo

3http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/HashMap.html
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Figure 5: Evaluation of global ID mapping

hash map (PCHM) using primitive long values for keys and
values. The number of arrays and associated hash functions are
configurable as proposed in [20]. Cuckoo hashing is a state of
the art hashing approach allowing high load factors with good
performance.
The evaluation of CID tables and hash tables is reasonable
as RAMCloud as well as Trinity use hashing for ID mapping.
And Trinity does also provide system-generated global IDs for
applications as we do.
For all experiments (repeated ≥5 times) we defined an initial
number of tuples and a maximum load factor. For PCHM we
present only the configuration with the best performance in
time and memory overhead.
Figure 5 shows that the proposed CIDT approach has the
lowest memory overhead and constant execution time. As

expected JHM needs most memory because of the object-
oriented overhead and execution times get slow for higher
loads. Space efficiency of PCHM is better than for JHM but
not as good as for CIDT. The execution time of PCHM can get
very high caused by a complete re-hashing of all keys in case
of a hash loop (see Section IV). Even when tuples are deleted
we do not expect much different figures for CIDT because we
re-use global IDs (without constraints).

D. Mapping and Memory Management

In this experiment we created 228 objects of equivalent
sizes (16-64 byte) to evaluate throughput and overhead per
object of the combined ID mapping and memory management.
After the creation phase we executed as many get operations
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Figure 7: Memory overhead in a distributed environment

with random global IDs.
Figure 6 shows that the overhead per object is very small (7
byte for the target object sizes) and that we achieve millions
of operations per second (gets: 4.6 - 5.6 mil., puts: 5.4 - 6.4
mil.). Sequential puts benefit of caching whereas random gets
do not.
We also tested our implementation with one billion of 16 byte
objects which consume around 23 GB. Here we achieved a
throughput of 4.7 mil. gets and 6.3 mil. puts.

E. Distributed Reads

In this subsection we compare our implementation with
RAMCloud, which shares a lot of ideas with DXRAM. We
evaluate the memory overhead and the read performance using
a small private cluster with Intel R© Xeon R© CPUs E3-1220
V2 (4 cores, 3.1 GHz), 16 GB RAM and a Gigabit Ethernet
network. For both DXRAM and RAMCloud we set up one
coordinator/super-peer, one client and 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 storage
nodes. Each storage node is filled with 80 million data objects
with an uniform size distribution between 16 and 64 byte.
RAMCloud storage nodes use on table to store key-value tuples
and are configured to neither execute replication nor backup
services. RAMCloud distributes keys-value tuples of a table in
a round-robin fashion onto the tablets of the storage nodes.
First we measured the memory overhead of the storage nodes
and the coordinator/super-peer. Figure 7 shows the summed up
memory consumption and the memory overhead of all nodes.
The memory overhead in RAMCloud is 20× larger than in
DXRAM. Even when storing 300 million objects on a single
node, DXRAM needs less memory.
Next we performed reads with 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000
keys. The keys were chosen in two different ways: random
keys and key ranges (scans). For the latter RAMCloud can
fetch 1,000 objects within one request, whereas DXRAM and
can fetch 1,000,000 keys at once. Figure 8 shows the results
of the performed reads. In both scenarios DXRAM is 10 to
15× faster than RAMCloud. Furthermore the results show that
DXRAM scales very well for many small data objects.
We think that the performance of DXRAM can be significantly
improved. At the moment the network layer works only with
one thread serving all network connections and the Java
Reflection API is used for (de-)serialization of network mes-
sages. Both components slow down the execution of network
requests. We plan to optimize the network in the next months
to improve the result even further. Finally, it is important to
note that RAMCloud is designed to store larger objects (rows
of tables) and has excellent single object access times, faster
than DXRAM but has obviously performance penalties when
managing extremely many small objects.

VI. RELATED WORK

Memory management has been and will be an important
research area where much results have been published some-
how related to our work. Due to space constraints we can only
discuss the most relevant work.

RAMCloud is a distributed in-memory system organizing
data in tables [21]. Both memory and backup disks use the
same log-structured design. The mapping of 64 bit global
IDs to virtual addresses is implemented by a hash table.
The header size of each log entry is 2-5 bytes storing the
entry type and size [12]. In addition RAMCloud stores log
entries as "self-identifying objects", which means another
overhead of at least 26 bytes containing the table identifier,
the version, a timestamp and checksum, the key length and
the key itself. Deleted objects are represented by "tombstone"
log entries and log cleaning based on different metrics is used
for defragmentation [12]. Overall, we are inspired by many
ideas from RAMCloud but we aim at supporting many small
objects whereas RAMCloud does not.
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Trinity Graph Engine is a distributed in-memory graph-
database from Microsoft designed to support algorithms exe-
cuting on graphs with billions of nodes [13]. It uses a key-value
data model implemented in C# on top of a memory cloud.
Every node stores a few equally sized trunks of the overall
RAM. To find a key-value pair Trinity uses a two-level hashing.
First a hashing function is used to find the trunk. The node
storing the trunk is found through a globally shared address
table. Finally, on this node another hashing function is used to
get the offset and size of the key-value pair inside the trunk.
For this purpose each trunk has its own hash table storing the
appropriate meta data. The memory on each node is organised
as a log similar to the approach in RAMCloud. Because Trinity
is not available as open source we could not compare it with
our approaches. However, from the evaluations we made, we
believe that hashing is less efficient than our approach.

FaRM is a distributed in-memory computation platform
using RDMA of an InfiniBand or a Converged Ethernet
(RoCE) network [22]. The memory of the nodes is divided
into 2 GB shared memory regions and every object has a 64-
bit identifier separated into a 32-bit region identifier and a
32-bit offset into the region. The region identifiers are mapped
using a form of consistent hashing with multiple virtual rings
in a distributed hash table.
FaRM organizes memory allocators in a three-level hierarchy
for slabs, blocks and regions. Data can be accessed and
modified by transactions or lock-free reads. A transaction can
be performed in a local or distributed manner according to
requirements. In addition a general key-value store interface is
implemented as a hashtable on top of the shared address space.
The hashtable uses a modified hopscotch hashing to minimize
RDMA reads.
FaRM works with smaller objects than the previous systems,
but not as small as the objects we target with DXRAM.
Besides FaRM has no support for getting thousends of objects
within one request, which results in a higher latency and lower
bandwidth. Lastly FaRM needs special hardware in contrast to
DXRAM.

Apache Spark
TM

is a cluster computing framework which
supports applications with working sets [23]. Data is hold in
a resilient distributed dataset (RDD), "a read-only collection
of objects partitioned across a set of machines that can rebuilt

if a partition is lost". Each RDD is a Scala object an can be
created in four ways: from a file, by dividing an array, by
transformation of an existing RDD and by changing the per-
sistence of an existing RDD. By default a RDD is constructed
every time it is accessed. If a RDD is used multiple times it
is possible to cache a RDD in memory. If there is not enough
memory to hold a RDD partition the system can swap it to
disk or delete it and recompute it on demand. Typically RDDs
are large Objects, containing large data sets. For example the
graph extension GraphX holds a complete graph in a RDD.
DXRAM is in contrast to Spark not a cache but a storage
service specifically designed for many small data objects.

TAO is a read-optimized graph data store for Facebook
replacing the previously used memcached instances [4]. As
memcached TAO is a cache on top of many MySQL servers.
However, it relieves the programmers of holding cache and
secondary storage synchronized. TAO caches objects, associa-
tion lists and association counts and will be filled on demand
evicting items using a least recently used policy. A slab
allocator manages equal-sized slabs containing one node or one
edge list, a thread-safe hash table, the LRU eviction policy and
a dynamic slab rebalancer. We could not compare our approach
with TAO as it is not available as open source.

SAP HANA is the core of SAP’s new data management
platform. It was designed for analytic and transactional ac-
cesses in a highly scalable environment. SAP HANA offers a
uniform data model for both kinds of accesses. This data model
is based on column-oriented tables, which are generated using
to merging algorithms. Beside of SQL, there are a few other
query languages. An incoming request is translated into an
intern optimized representation at first, before a "Calculation
Graph" is generated. Index structures are used to address the
data [24].

Flash-based Key-Value Stores can store large numbers
of objects and data on flash memory. The data is arranged
according to SSD characteristics and minimal read accesses.
For fast key lookups index structures or hash tables are kept
in the RAM, e. g. FlashStore [6] and BloomStore [7].

Furthermore, there are different memory allocators and
garbage collectors which are all not designed to support many
small objects as they trade internal fragmentation for cache



performance, e.g. jemalloc [16], tcmalloc [17], hoard [25] and
boehmgc [26].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Large-scale interactive applications and online analytic
processing on graphs must often handle many billions of
small data objects. The only way to allow fast data access
to such many small data objects is keeping all data always
in memory. The sheer amount of objects is challenging for
the memory management and the translation of global IDs to
local virtual addresses regarding memory space overhead and
execution time. In this paper we propose a fast and space-
efficient paging-like mapping for global IDs. Its sequential ID
assignment allows locality in contrast to traditional hashing-
based approaches.

Furthermore, we presented a novel memory management,
which is optimized for small data objects, resulting in a 2-4
byte overhead per object. By reducing the virtual address space
used for managing data we can reduce pointer sizes from 8
down to 5 bytes, which allows us to minimize meta-data over-
head. However, this requires us to provide a defragmentation
concept to address external fragmentation. In this paper we
have proposed an efficient and incremental defragmentation
approach, which works well even in worst case scenarios.

The evaluations show that the combination of the pro-
posed memory management and the global ID-mapping allow
a highly space-efficient and fast memory management for
many small objects with global IDs. The measurement results
show that the overhead per object is very small (7 byte for
object sizes < 256 byte) and that we can support millions of
operations per second even when managing one billion objects
on a single node.
In addition the evaluation in the distributed environment shows
that our approach scales very well and has a very good read
performance for many very small objects.

Currently, we optimize the memory management for multi
core support. This includes not only the execution overhead
for the synchronisation, but also the memory overhead through
locks and the discovery of the best lock granularity. We think
that common compare-and-swap approaches, e.g. spinlocks,
bring in the best characteristics. However the efficient im-
plementation of these approaches in the Java programming
language is a non-trivial task. Furthermore, we plan further
comparisons with systems like for example Trinity as soon as
they are released as open source.
To improve the performance in the distributed environment our
main goal is the optimization of the network interface and the
speed up of the (de-)serilization process for network messages.
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